
 

Early Years Qualifications 
 
Placement Access for Learners 

NOCN is working with the AO sector group for these qualifications to adapt any assessments 
relating to experiences gained in work placements e.g. applied case studies and simulated 
environment. A focus of the adapted assessment will be for learners to reflect on personal 
experiences with family or in a voluntary capacity to be used as assessment evidence. The 
other following principles have been agreed: 

• Not to reduce the recommended placement hours as this undermines the DFE criteria 
and competence skills. 

• Asking centres to plan for placement and phasing these for year 2 learners as a priority. 
• Asking centres to work with employers by preparing and educating learners in infection 

control and risk assessments. 
• Asking centres to work with employers to plan for placements. 
• Asking centres to make use of outdoor environments for placements, where this is 

possible. 
• If unable to access placements, simulations can be used for skills like: making bottle 

feeds, changing nappies etc but not skills like story telling. Reflective Accounts of 
practice and Professional Discussions between the learner and Employers/Expert 
Witnesses could be used to support forms of evidence. Practice of skills that must be 
completed face to face must be end loaded in the delivery/assessment of the 
qualification. NOCN’s EQAs will review case studies set by centres to reflect practice 
in a work setting to check that they mirror situations that may arise in work placements, 
as appropriate. 

• Asking centres to consider block placements rather than weekly especially for second 
year learners. 
 
 

Placement Access for Assessors 

The following principles have been agreed: 

• Assessors to prioritise observations during visits and make use of outdoor 
environments to minimise risk. 

• Centres to have a strategy in place for reducing the risk and following local protocols. 
• Reassuring employers by training assessors in infection control and following risk 

assessments. 
• Using single assessor for each setting rather than by learner, which limits the risk and 

allows assessors to see more learners during visit. 
• Consider allocation of assessors for childminders exclusively. 
• SfC assessment principles can be applied - use of EWT and training EW to provide 

valid evidence. 
• Using remote technology for everything except observations. 
• The only observations where remote technology can be used are where there are no 

children present e.g. personal development areas of competence. 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Adaptations to content 
 
Although it has not been deemed that adaptions to content would be appropriate, NOCN is 
encouraging centres to plan and make use of blended learning opportunities. Delivery staff 
should consider using holistic and synoptic approaches for overlapping content to reduce 
delivery time, where this is possible.  

 


